
CAPABILITY STATEMENT
WEL Clean Solutions, LLC  is a family owned and operated commercial cleaning company 
in the Metro Atlanta area that is committed to being leaders in the cleaning industry and in 
our community by conducting business with integrity, a strong customer focus and a with 
a sustainable outlook for all.  In doing so, we are also committed to giving to the community 
by providing employment to individuals who are less likely to be hired because of their 
background. 

HISTORY
For the past 10 years, WEL Clean Solutions has implemented a strategy to continue to diversify its services 
in commercial cleaning and janitorial services.    WEL Clean Solutions has demonstrated their expertise in 
servicing over 30 clients in the metro Atlanta area.

CORE COMPETENCIES
Commercial Cleaning
Post Construction Cleaning 
End of Tenancy Cleaning

Floor Waxing & Polishing
Carpet Cleaning

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT:

We prioritize the holistic growth of our employees, encompassing personal, financial, and professional 
aspects.
Our overarching objective is to cultivate dedicated and committed teams that are unwaveringly 
focused on achieving customer satisfaction.

TEAM COHESION AND EFFICIENCY:

Low staff turnover has enabled us to form strong bonds and function cohesively as a unified team.
This teamwork approach ensures the timely completion of tasks, contributing to cost-cutting 
measures and operational efficiency.

RELIABILITY AND CONSISTENCY:

Over the past 7 years, our commitment to excellence is underscored by a track record of consistently 
meeting assignments without fail.
Clear and proactive communication is integral to our operations, ensuring transparency and reliability 
in every undertaking.

DIFFERENTIATORS

PAST 
PERFORMANCES
Evans General Contractors
Frazier and Deeter
Pinnacle Bank
River Pines Golf
Hall Booth Smith
Plastic Surgery of Atlanta
Ameris Bank

COMPANY DATA
DBE / MBE Certified
NAICS: 238990, 561720
DUNS:  0030447624
CAGE:  8THB0

COMPANY INFO

9053 CARROLL MANOR DRIVE SANDY SPRINGS, GA 30350

welcleansolutions.com

WEL Clean Solutions, LLC
Levet Couch
717.314.0624

info@welcleansolutions.com


